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It’s that time of the year again…

The change in the leaves, that chill in the air – time to get a jump on your holiday gifting. 

We think you’ll like our redesigned 2015 Holiday Gift Guide, packed with hundreds of 

great ideas for any gift-giving need – corporate, executive, employee, Q4 promotions, 

sales incentives, or just that perfect something for the holidays. Browse these pages to 

find some truly inspired gadgetry, we’ve never been more excited about the range of 

technology and creativity. Don’t see the exact item you’re craving? Simply call your  

sales rep – we’re not 100% satisfied until you’re 100% delighted.

And don’t forget to check out the special Black Friday | Cyber Monday website at  

LapineHolidayGiftSpecials.com. You won’t believe the deals you’ll find between 11/27  

and 12/2.

For your convenience, this Gift Guide is arranged by product category. Check the Table  

of Contents on the next page to start your gifting journey. As always, contact your sales 

rep if you find something you like, or have any questions.

Happy gifting!

Terry Quaranta 

Director of National Sales

http://www.lapineholidaygiftspecials.com/
http://www.lapineholidaygiftspecials.com/
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Get fit

Cuisinart® Pulp Control Citrus Juicer

From the smallest lime to the largest grapefruit, 

this sleek brushed stainless steel citrus juicer gets 

out more juice more efficiently. An adjustable 

auto-reversing reamer features “custom” pulp 

control settings, and the unique Final-Spin feature 

maximizes the amount of juice from each piece  

of fruit. Dishwasher-safe parts make cleanup  

a breeze. 

Item:  CCJ-500 
MSRP: $29.95

Cuisinart® SmartPower 15-pc 
Compact Portable Blending/
Chopping System

Meet the Cuisinart SmartPower Compact Portable 

Blending/Chopping System – the slim and trim 

powerhouse that does it all! Use the streamlined 

blender jar to make smoothies in a flash! Mince 

herbs in the chopping cup and whip up custom 

drinks right in the travel cups – we’ve included 

four of them so everyone can have their favorite! 

Delivers big-blender performance, with a 350-

watt motor and the ease of single-hand operation 

with the user-friendly electronic touchpad! 

Item:  CPB-300  
MSRP: $69.95

GarminTM Vivoactive Black

Play harder, work smarter, live better with 

vívoactive. Built-in sports apps keep you active 

while smart notifications allow you to stay in 

contact with pressing work matters - all so 

you can keep your life in balance. The high-

resolution, color touchscreen stays readable in 

direct sunlight, so you can view your stats when 

you step out of the office for a run. The ultra-thin 

profile - 8 mm - is comfortable to wear all day and 

can easily transition from office to golf course. 

Item:  010-01297-00 
MSRP: $249.99

GarminTM Vivoactive White

Play harder, work smarter, live better with 

vívoactive. Built-in sports apps keep you active 

while smart notifications allow you to stay in 

contact with pressing work matters - all so 

you can keep your life in balance. The high-

resolution, color touchscreen stays readable in 

direct sunlight, so you can view your stats when 

you step out of the office for a run. The ultra-thin 

profile - 8 mm - is comfortable to wear all day and 

can easily transition from office to golf course. 

Item:  010-01297-01 
MSRP: $249.99

http://www.lapineholidaygiftspecials.com/
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Get fit

GarminTM Vivofit 2 - Navy

Get up and get moving with vívofit 2. It’s the 

only activity tracker with a 1+ year battery life 

and backlit display. It even reminds you to stay 

active throughout your day with its move bar with 

audible alert that lets you know when you’ve 

been idle for an hour or longer. Vívofit 2 follows 

your progress 24/7 and shows your steps, 

calories, distance and time of day on its easy-to-

read, backlit display. Set the sleep mode when 

you go to bed and it will monitor your rest.

Item: 010-01503-02 
MSRP: $99.99

Conair© Weight Watchers WW67T 
Glass Body Analysis Scale

The weight watchers by Conair ww67t glass body 

analysis scale is a stylish and user friendly scale 

packed with features that you’ll love. its 10-user 

body analysis is great for families to monitor 

individual weights including body fat, body water, 

bmi, bone mass with interpretative color bar for 

results. the jumbo 2-line display shows current 

weight and scrolls through other measurements 

to get a complete health snapshot. 

Item: WW67T 
MSRP: $65.99

Fitbit One Wireless Activity Monitor/
Sleep Tracker Burgundy

Tracks steps distance calories burned and 

stairs climbed. Monitors how long and how 

well you sleep. Wakes you with a quiet alarm. 

Syncs automatically to your computer or select 

Bluetooth 4.0 devices. Small and discreet. Free 

iPhone and Android App. Set goals view progress 

with charts and graphs and earn badges. Log 

food weight and more on Fitbits website or apps. 

Sweat rain & splash proof. Rechargeable battery.

Item: FB103BY 
MSRP: $99.95

Fitbit Aria WiFi Smart Scale Black

Uploads wirelessly. Tracks weight % body fat 

and BMI. Up to 8 users. Easy setup. Free web 

and mobile apps. Charts and graphs to analyze 

progress. Connect and share with family and 

friends. Earn badges for achievements

Item: FB201B 
MSRP: $129.95

Visit LapineHolidayGiftSpecials.com for great deals! 

http://www.lapineholidaygiftspecials.com/
http://LapineHolidayGiftSpecials.com
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Get fit

Sunny Health & Fitness Mini Cycle

A compact, surprisingly versatile home fitness 

device, the Sunny Health & Fitness Mini Cycle 

is a portable stationary bike. It can be used on 

the floor to strengthen legs, operated with your 

hands on a tabletop to improve upper body 

strength and tone-up arms, all while achieving 

a challenging cardiovascular workout, as well. 

Adjust the intensity with the simple twist of a dial, 

and keep an eye on the built-in LCD screen as 

the onboard computer displays distance, time, 

calories burned, and total reps. Please note 

that since this is a small cycle there would be 

no results as smooth as a standard magnetic 

exercise bike.

Item: 030 
MSRP: $99.99

 

Sunny Health & Fitness Indoor 
Cycling Bike

Fit intense and rewarding cardio workouts into 

your fitness routine with the Sunny Health & 

Fitness SF-B1401 Indoor Exercise Bike, which 

features manual resistance adjustment and 

a chain drive mechanism, for smooth, quiet 

operation. This exercise bike is designed with 

a fully adjustable seat and height-adjustable 

handlebars. 40 lb. flywheel. Quick-stop braking 

system. Includes a water bottle holder. 

Item: SF-B1401 
MSRP: $479

Sunny Health & Fitness Air  
Walk Trainer

Low impact cardio workout trainer Fitness never 

looked or felt so good.  Take yourself to the next 

level. Sturdy steel frame. LCD monitor tracks 

workout statistics. Large anti slip foot plates. Folds 

for easy, compact storage. Maximum user weight 

capacity is 220 lbs. 

Item: SF-E902 
MSRP: $159

Your sales  
rep is eager  

to help –  
call now!

http://www.lapineholidaygiftspecials.com/
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Trend setting

Halagear Hala Peño Wave Rider 
Inflatable Stand Up Paddle 
Board 
Item: Peno 
MSRP: $1299

Big Agnes 3 Season Tent with built 
in lighting   

Item: Copper Spur UL2 mtnGLO 
MSRP: $449.95

Smith Optics Dockside Sunglasses
Item: Dockside  
MSRP: $209

Smith Optics  Red Sol X Mirror/Fire 
Frames I/O7 Ski Goggles 

Item: I/O7  
MSRP: $199

Delsey Pluggage Spinner
Item: Pluggage  
MSRP: $TBD

Oxx CoffeeBoxx Rugged  
Coffee Maker 
Item: OXX COFFEEBOXX   
MSRP: $249.99

Soundbot Ultra Thin Mini  
Wireless Speaker
Item: SB523   
MSRP: $49.99

The hottest must-have gifts of tomorrow? Browse them today – in fact, you’ll be seen as the real trendsetter when you give the coolest, 

most innovative products on the market. 

Answers are  
just a call or  
click away!

http://www.lapineholidaygiftspecials.com/
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Home entertaining 

Cuisinart© Waring Pro Classic-style 
Popcorn Maker

With its retro styling, the Waring Pro® WPM28 

Classic Kettle Popcorn Maker is sure to be the life 

of any party! 500 watts of power. Kettle holds 4oz 

of kernels to pop up to 10 cups of popcorn in 3 

minutes. Non-stick aluminum kettle is removable 

for easy cleaning. Popcorn scoop, oil measuring 

spoon and kernel measuring cup included. 

Limited 5-year Motor Warranty.

Item: WPM28  
MSRP: $99.95 

TrudeauTM Lumina 3-in-1  
Fondue Set 

The 3 in 1 fondue set by Trudeau will let you 

entertain your guests in style. The beautiful 

copper exterior will look great on any kitchen 

table. The ceramic insert can be used for  

cheese or chocolate. You and your guests  

will not be disappointed. Makes the perfect  

gift idea for any host.   

Item: 822305 
MSRP: $149.99

TrudeauTM Longi Reversible Die  
Cast Grill 

“Enjoy the taste of grilled foods all year long with 

this easy-to-use countertop appliance. Get an 

19 piece die cast aluminum grill by Trudeau. 2 

reversible non-stick grills. 1 side is flat grill ideal for 

cooking brunch and the other side is ribbed ideal 

for cooking meat. 8 spatulas and 8 cooking pans. 

1300 watts burner type. 1 year warranty. 

Item: 829016 
MSRP: $139.99

TrudeauTM Slater 4pc Slate Cheese 
Serving Set 

This cheese board set is a must-have for the 

entertainer who loves to serve cheese. Use the 

non-toxic to write your cheeses directly on the 

slate board for easy identification. The stainless 

steel button holds cheese firmly in place while 

slicing. The stainless steel universal cheese knife 

has a comfortable handle. Set of 4: cheese board, 

cheese knife, cheese button, and stick of chalk 

Item: 971047 
MSRP: $39.99

http://www.lapineholidaygiftspecials.com/
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Cuisinart© 12-Bottle Dual Zone  
Wine Chiller

Store up to 12 bottles of wine at the temperatures 

that preserve their integrity, with the new 

Dual Zone Wine Cellar from Cuisinart. With a 

temperature range of 39°F – 68°F , this dual 

compartment cellar keeps whites, champagnes 

and reds chilled at expert-recommended 

temperatures. Whether for a glass of wine with a 

meal or as an end-of-day indulgence, Cuisinart 

delivers the ultimate wine experience.

Item: CWC-1200DZ  
MSRP: $545 

TrudeauTM Stress Less Automatic  
Lever Corkscrew 

Fast, two step cork removal. The clear window 

lets you see cork pull and release. Firm grip; less 

effort required to remove the cork. The foil cutter 

base auto-clips to corkscrew for storage.

Item: 979009  
MSRP: $89.99

When the spirits move you

TrudeauTM Aroma Wine  
Aerating Pourer  

Fits onto any bottle for a one-hand operation. 

Features an air intake system to aerate as you 

pour. Improves the bouquet and flavor of the wine 

as you pour by injecting air directly into the wine.

Item: 979003 
MSRP: $24.99

TrudeauTM Elite Recipe Cocktail  
Shaker 20oz

With innovative designs and contemporary 

finishes the Trudeau 20 ounce Cocktail Shaker 

with 8 Recipes is perfect for parties, entertaining 

or just around the house. Has an integrated 

strainer & recipe selection. Stainless steel shaker 

and lid. 

Item: 979014 
MSRP: $39.99

Waring® Pro Electric Wine Opener

Take care of your guests and get back to the party 

quickly with this Waring Pro CRS50 wine bottle 

opener, which opens up to 50 bottles of wine on a 

single charge. The cordless, compact design and 

included foil cutter offer ease of use.

Item: CRS50 
MSRP: $55

You won’t believe the deals you’ll find at  
LapineHolidayGiftSpecials.com starting 11/27.

http://www.lapineholidaygiftspecials.com/
http://LapineHolidayGiftSpecials.com
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When the spirits move you

Waring Pro® Winechiller/Warmer

A fine wine must be served at the proper 

temperature to optimize its flavor. The Waring 

Pro® Professional Wine Chiller features precise, 

preprogrammed temperatures for 33 varieties of 

red, white and Champagne wines. Professionally 

engineered, and elegantly designed with 

a 3 ½-inch diameter chilling chamber that 

accommodates most bottles, this professional 

tabletop wine chiller is a must for wine lovers.

Item: PC 100 
MSRP: $150

Zwilling® Decanter/Aerator

The Decanter has a unique integrated spiral 

system which aerates the wine while pouring. 

The nuances of flavor are optimized as the wine 

is poured into the glass. Also includes a stopper 

feature for convenient storage.

Item: 39500-050 
MSRP: $50

Luigi Bormioli Crescendo Carafe

The Crescendo Carafe is an amazing  

contemporary piece great for entertaining or 

everyday use. This beautifully designed serving 

piece is a perfect complement to Luigi  

Bormioli’s Crescendo stemware and barware  

and a great addition to any table setting. 

Handmade and lead-free.

Item: 94115/01 
MSRP: $29.99 

Luigi Bormioli Romantica 4pc  
Wine Set

This Luigi Bormioli 9.5 ounce Wine Glass Set 

by Romantica is crafted from Luigi Bormioli’s 

proprietary sparkx formula which is chip and 

break resistant and stays clear for a longer time. 

This Wine Glass Set by Luigi Bormioli is lead  

free and dishwasher safe.

10372/01 
$29.99

TrudeauTM Digital Wine Thermometer

Enjoy your wine at the proper temperature with 

Trudeau’s Digital Wine Thermometer. The self 

activating devise clips around a wine bottle and 

provides the temperature on either Fahrenheit 

or Celsius, Offers suggested temperatures for 

popular red and white wines printed on the 

stainless steel band. One year warranty. 

Item: 0979001 
MSRP: $24.99

Your rep has 
even more 

details.

http://www.lapineholidaygiftspecials.com/
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Aftershokz  Bluez 2 Wireless 
Headphones - Black 

The only wireless stereo headphones to offer 

uninhibited situational awareness-an ear opening 

experience now complete with a sound quality 

that will shock you. With nothing ever in, on or 

covering your ears, these lightweight and secure 

headphones are designed to wear as if they’re 

barely there. Experience stereo sound via mini 

vibrations that travel through your cheekbones 

to your inner ears, bypassing your eardrums 

completely. A single charge will reliably deliver six 

hours of music play and talk time.  

Item: AS500blk 
MSRP: $99.99

Altec Lansing 2.1 Full Range 
Subwoofer PCAudioSystem-12 
Watts, 3.5mm Aux In 

Full Range 2.1 system for rich full bass, smooth 

mids and sparkling highs. Full, Clear stereo sound 

from 12 watts of power. Compact subwoofer fits 

into tight spaces and delivers deep bass. 3.5mm 

headphone jack for private listening.

Item: BX1521 
MSRP: $88

Altec Lansing InMotion Bluetooth 
Triangular-8 Speaker Unit w/ 
Mic-Black 

The Altec Lansing iMW555 InMotion Bluetooth 

Speaker is aptX-enabled for high fidelity 

wireless audio streaming when used with any 

aptX compatible device for an outstanding 

listening experience. The InMotion is a three-

sized speaker with two active speakers and two 

passive radiators on each of two sides, each side 

delivering stereo. The speaker can be mounted 

in horizontal or vertical orientation on a wall. It has 

up to six hours of battery life, a built-in Aux jack, 

and a hands free speaker phone.

Item: IMW555-BLK 
MSRP: $192 

BeatsTM by Dr. Dre Pro Over Ear  
Headphone Black 
Beats Pro headphones are designed for sound 

engineers, musicians, and those who take sound 

seriously. They’re the headphones that artists like 

Will.i.am use in the studio, and are designed to 

deliver the same level of emotion and power the 

artist originally intended.

Item: MH6P2AM/A 
MSRP: $399.95

Groove to the music

Your sales  
rep has all  
the juicy  
details.

http://www.lapineholidaygiftspecials.com/
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BeatsTM by Dr. Dre Powerbeats2
TM  

In-Ear Headphones - Black 

Inspired by LeBron James, Beats Powerbeats2 

headphones allow you to train relentlessly and 

take your workout to the next level. Completely 

redesigned, Powerbeats2
TM combines power and 

strength with IPX4 sweat and water resistance. 

Adjustable earhooks create a snug fit, letting the 

emotion of the music on your iPhone, iPad, or 

iPod power your training. Includes: Powerbeats2
TM 

earphones with RemoteTalk, Hard shell carrying 

case, Four (4) pairs of multi-sized/shaped ear tips, 

Cable management clip and Quick start guide. 

Item: MH762AM/A 
MSRP: $149.95

HEOS by Denon HEOS 3  
Wireless Speaker

Wirelessly Stream Music In Genuine Hi-Fi Quality 

With the Compact HEOS 3 Wireless Speaker: 

Hear Everything from Tablet Content to Internet 

Radio, Pandora, Spotify, Rhapsody, iHeartRadio 

and More Dual Custom Drivers, Two-Channel 

Amplifier, Dual-Band Wi-Fi, and DSP Processing 

Guide the HEOS 3 Wireless Speaker and Produce 

Deep Bass, Involving Sound, and Wonderful 

Dynamics The compact HEOS 3 wireless speaker 

makes music come alive! You can even add more 

HEOS components to the system, group them 

together, and enjoy multi-room sound.  

Item: HEOS3 
MSRP: $299 

Geneva Model S Wireless Bluetooth 
Speaker- Red 

With the touch of a button,you can stream 

music wirelessly to the Model S Wireless from 

your iPhone, iPod,or any Bluetooth-enabled 

smartphone, tablet, or laptop. With patented true 

stereo technology, wide frequency range, and 

exceptional audio, the Model S Wireless offers 

full-sized high fidelity in a tabletop system. 

Item: 2103 - SWR 
MSRP: $299.95

Geneva Model L Wireless Bluetooth 
Speaker- White

In a market brimming with one-trick audio 

accessories, the new Model L wireless can 

justifiably claim to be the only music system a 

home will ever need: compact, connected and 

deceptively powerful. Its lustrous, lacquered real-

wood cabinet  accommodates a precision-tuned 

acoustic design comprising twin sets of tweeter/

bass driver pairs housed in separate enclosures, 

each driver individually powered by a dedicated 

DSP controlled amplifier. 

Item: 4101 - LWW 
MSRP: $1,199.95

Groove to the music

http://www.lapineholidaygiftspecials.com/
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Groove to the music

Apple iPod touch® 16GB Silver  
(6th Generation)

iPod touch is the perfect way to carry your 

music collection in your pocket. You can use it to 

access the iTunes Store and the all-new Apple 

Music service. A powerful A8 chip, M8 motion 

coprocessor, and 4-inch Retina display provide 

the ultimate mobile gaming experience with iPod 

touch. iPod touch features an 8-megapixel iSight 

camera and improved FaceTime HD camera for 

all your photos and videos. And with iCloud Photo 

Library, you can easily access, edit, and share 

your photos on all your devices. 

Item: MKH42LL/A  
MSRP: $199

Apple iPod touch® 32GB Blue  
(6th Generation) 

iPod touch is the perfect way to carry your 

music collection in your pocket. You can use it to 

access the iTunes Store and the all-new Apple 

Music service. A powerful A8 chip, M8 motion 

coprocessor, and 4-inch Retina display provide 

the ultimate mobile gaming experience with iPod 

touch®. iPod touch features an 8-megapixel iSight 

camera and improved FaceTime HD camera for 

all your photos and videos. And with iCloud Photo 

Library, you can easily access, edit, and share 

your photos on all your devices. 

Item: MKHV2LL/A 
MSRP: $249

Sony® Ultra-Portable  
Bluetooth® Speaker

Introducing featherweight sound with 

heavyweight punch that’s always ready for the 

moment. Easily connect compatible Bluetooth® 

devices using NFC and wirelessly stream rich 

sound or hands-free calls with up to 12-hours of 

battery life. Easily double your audio enjoyment 

with enhanced stereo sound, simply by pairing a 

second unit.

Item: SRSX11/BLUE 
MSRP: $69.99

Sony® Ultra-Portable  
Bluetooth® Speaker

Spice up any moment with full, portable sound. 

Easily connect your compatible Bluetooth® 

devices using NFC and wirelessly stream 

rich sound or hands-free calls thanks to 

ClearAudio+TM. It also plays for up to 5 hours  

of battery life. 

Item: SRSX2/RED 
MSRP: $99.99

Sony® Micro Music System w/
Bluetooth® & NFC 

Listen to your music wirelessly using Bluetooth® 

with one-touch NFC and accessorize the room 

with a full featured, compact AM/FM/CD  

music system. This convenient system packs 

50 watts RMS power using Sony’s exclusive 

S-Master® amplifier to drive the dual 2-way  

bass reflex speakers. 

Item: CMTSBT100 
MSRP: $199.99

http://www.lapineholidaygiftspecials.com/
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Apple iPod shuffle® Silver 2GB 

Never leave a favorite tune behind. iPod shuffle 

has up to 15 hours of battery life and storage for 

hundreds of songs. The clickable control pad on 

the front of iPod shuffle® makes it easy to see 

and use the music controls. Press the VoiceOver 

button and iPod shuffle speaks the song title, 

playlist or artist name, or battery status in one 

of 29 languages. iPod shuffle® comes in five 

gorgeous colors and can be clipped to your shirt, 

jacket, workout gear, backpack, or purse strap. 

Item: MKMG2LL/A 
MSRP: $49

Altec Lansing 2-Pack  
Solo Jacket Bluetooth®  
Waterproof Speaker

“Bluetooth speakers True Wireless –Pair 2 

Speakers for Stereo Sound. IPX67 Water Proof. 

APT-X technology for CD quality audio. Single 

1.5”” neodymium driver. Voice Confirmation  

and On board microphone for clear, hands- 

free communications. Built-in rechargeable  

Li-ion battery (6 hours battery life). Includes  

extra carabineers.”

Item: IMW375-2 
MSRP: $188

Groove to the music

Geneva Travel HiFi System 

Never before has a HI-FI system been Integrated 

Into a case designed for a travel lifestyle. Geneva 

Sound System Model XS solves this problem with 

simplicity and elegance It hides the speakers, 

amplifiers, radio, and alarm clock Inside the case, 

covered In a choice of Geneva’s trademark red, 

white or black finishes. Inspired by the classic 

travel clock, It comes In a sturdy leather-like 

clam-shell case that flips open to deliver rich and 

detailed sound. Closed, It’s a stylish accessory 

small enough to slip Into any briefcase. 

Item: 1002-XSB 
MSRP: $199

Apple iPod nano® 16GB Gold  
(8th Generation)

You can tap to play your favorite songs and 

albums, or give iPod nano a shake and it shuffles 

to a different song in your music library. At 1.1 

ounces light and 5.4 mm thin, iPod nano is 

designed to provide hours of entertainment with 

maximum portability. Wirelessly connect  

to speakers, headphones, your car stereo, and 

other Bluetooth-friendly devices. Since Nike+ 

support and a pedometer are built into iPod  

nano, you can track your daily activity. 

Item: MKMX2LL/A 
MSRP: $149

Your sales  
rep is waiting  
for your call!
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HoMedics® Automatic Blood  
Pressure Monitor 

Features Smart Measure Technology for clinically 

proven accuracy: Includes 2 arm cuffs to fit 

virtually all arm sizes: Extra Large size digits: 

100 memory recall/ 2 users: Date & time stamp 

and memory averaging function: Batteries and 

storage case included. 

Item: BPA-060 
MSRP: $49.99

HoMedics® JetSpa Elite Footbath

Kick back and put your feet up. High-powered jet 

action and heat provide a deep-soothing intensity 

that reaches all of your tensed pressure points on 

your heels, arches and toes. Four hydro-therapy 

jets, relaxing vibrations and blue LED lighting 

create a true spa experience. 2-year warranty.

Item: FB-200 
MSRP: $59.99

HoMedics® Shiatsu Foot Massager  
w/Heat

The HoMedics Shiatsu Foot Massager with Heat 

provides a deep kneading Shiatsu massage that 

relaxes your feet. Select the heat option to add 

soothing warmth to your massage. Innovative 

counter-rotating massage heads and easy to 

use toe-touch control give you the exact foot 

massage you need.  

Item: FMS-150H 
MSRP: $49.99

HoMedics® SoundSpa® With 6  
Natural Sounds 

Use the HoMedics® SoundSpa® to create a 

peaceful sleep environment, fall asleep faster 

and wake up completely rested.Equipped with six 

soothing, natural sounds, our SoundSpa allows 

you choose from white noise, thunder, ocean, 

rain, summer night and brook, while unwinding 

from our day.

Item: SS-20003PK 
MSRP: $19.99

Conair© Instant Heat Jumbo and  
Super Rollers 

Ionic Technology. Heats up in 2 minutes. 12  

Jumbo Flocked Rollers w/Wire Clips. 8 Jumbo 

(1-1/2”) and 4 Super (1-3/4”). Stay-cool End Rings.  

On/Off Switch. 12 Wire Clips.  Ready Dot.  Power 

Indicator Light. 

Item: CHV14X 
MSRP: $44.99

Personal care

Don’t forget to check out the special Black Friday | Cyber 
Monday website at LapineHolidayGiftSpecials.com.
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Personal care

Conair© Rechargeable  
Power Toothbrush 

The Only Brand that offers a Power Toothbrush 

with 8 Individual Counter Rotating Tufts. Proven 

to Remove over 90% of Plaque. As Effective as 

Manual Brushing Plus Conventional Flossing in 

Reducing Plaque. Includes Charge Base. On/

Off Button. Storage for Extra Replacement Brush 

Heads. Limited One Year Warranty 

Item: NT11  
MSRP: $61.99

Sunny Health & Fitness Yoga Set

Great for beginning yoga enthusiasts, the Sunny 

Health & Fitness Yoga Set includes everything 

you need to get started with your new workout 

routine. The non-slip mat provides a safe workout 

surface, while the blocks and strap help you keep 

your balance and achieve the proper positions.   

Additional Information: Mat is made from foam; 

strap is 100% cotton Non-skid mat provides 

secure footing and a safer, more comfortable 

workout surface Blocks help you maintain 

balance Strap helps you achieve and maintain the 

correct positions.

Item: 040 
MSRP: $39.99

Zero WaterTM Portable Water 
Filtration Tumbler, 26-Ounce

Get superior portable filtration with ZeroWater’s 

new Portable Water Filtration Tumbler. The 26 

ounce tumbler combines the category’s top-

performing filter with a sleek and convenient 

design. Get pure-tasting, filtered water anywhere 

you go without wasting money on plastic bottled 

water. The stylish, hard-plastic tumbler is BPA free 

and dishwasher safe. Features a click and lock lid 

with hard plastic straw and color change filter.

Item: ZT-0260C 
MSRP: $14.99

Zero WaterTM 23-Cup Purifying  
Water Dispenser

Functioning as both a water filter and a handy 

dispenser, the unit comes equipped with a  

push-button spout for simple one-handed 

dispensing into a glass, water bottle, or other 

beverage container, or even into a pot for  

cooking. Unlike conventional two-stage  

carbon filters, the dispenser’s next-generation  

filtration system combines five levels of water-

purifying technology.

Item: ZD-018 
MSRP: $39.99

Questions?  
Your sales rep 
has answers.
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Personal care

HoMedics® Deluxe Pulse Oximeter

The HoMedics deluxe pulse oximeter with 

state-of-the-art optimetrix technology is 

clinically validated and measures your oxygen 

level and pulse rate. A pinch-free design 

permits movement during use, and there is no 

interference from nail polish. No prescription 

needed: use the deluxe pulse oximeter for sports 

and recreational use. Over 10x longer battery life 

than traditional technology. 

Item: PX-100 

MSRP: $69.99

HoMedics® Dual Shiatsu Massage 
Cushion with Heat

The HoMedics Shiatsu Massage Cushion’s 

massage nodes travel up and down your back 

for a relaxing massage. Three massage programs 

allow you to either enjoy a full back massage or 

isolate it to the upper or lower back. The soothing 

heat option and corded remote gives you total 

control over your massage experience. Not 

recommended for use by diabetics. 

Item: MCS-370H 

MSRP: $129.99

HoMedics® Portable  
Ultrasonic Humidifier

Humidify your own personal space for the 

ultimate environment for healthier breathing! this 

lightweight device weights less than a pound 

and runs whisper quietly thanks to ultrasonic 

technology and delivers fast, efficient results!

Item: HUM-CM10 

MSRP: $24.99

Your sales  
rep has all  
the juicy  
details.
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Baker’s delight

TrudeauTM Perfect Silicone  
Bakers Set 

“Perfect for breakfast, cupcakes or even 

meatloaf...the integrated steel STRUCTURE for 

secure handling ensures no need for extra pans 

or mess. Silicone offers non-stick properties and 

flexibility for easy release and cooks evenly for 

perfect results every time. Freezer, microwave 

and oven safe. Heat resistant up to 428°F-220°C. 

Dishwasher safe. Set includes 8 1/2”” Loaf Pan 

and 12 and 6 count muffin pans.

Item: TRUDE0991209346 
MSRP: $80.98

TrudeauTM Perfect Silicone  
Cake Set 

Make the perfect cake...the integrated steel 

STRUCTURE for secure handling ensures no 

need for extra pans or mess. Silicone offers non-

stick properties and flexibility for easy release 

and cooks evenly for perfect results every time. 

Freezer, microwave and oven safe. Heat resistant 

up to 428°F-220°C. Dishwasher safe. Set includes 

one square and one round cake pan plus cake 

spatula for easy lifting.

Item: TRUDE09914RSL 
MSRP: $70.97

TrudeauTM Pie Makers Essentials

“Bake the perfect pie with this pie maker’s 

essential kit. The pie plate has an integrated 

steel STRUCTURE for secure handling. Silicone 

offers non-stick properties and flexibility for easy 

release. Cooks evenly for perfect results every 

time. Innovative two-color finish. Silicone safe pie 

server included. Freezer, microwave and oven 

safe. Heat resistant up to 428°F-220°C. Dishwasher 

safe. Pie weights are made of heavy gauge steel 

beads for perfectly pressed pies. The silicone pie 

shields eliminates burnt crusts.

Item: TRUDEPIEK1 
MSRP: $59.97

Cuisinart© Power Advantage®  
PLUS 9-Speed Hand Mixer with 
Storage Case

Introducing a hand mixer that’s as easy to put 

away as it is to operate! The Cuisinart® Power 

Advantage® PLUS 9-Speed Hand Mixer performs 

any task a recipe calls for, and then tucks into its 

own storage case! Once it’s mixed heavy batters, 

whipped up fluffy meringues and kneaded 

homemade bread dough, just clean it up and 

put it away. Extra-long beaters, chef’s whisk, and 

dough hooks fit into a clear case, and the mixer 

snaps on top. Plenty of power, perfect control, 

and compact storage.

Item: HM-90S 
MSRP: $79.95

Your rep  
has even  

more  
details.
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Baker’s delight

Nordicware® Snowflake Pan

Unique cast aluminum shapes raise the bar on 

fall and holiday baked goods. Pans leave fine 

details baked right into the cakes and provide 

superior baking performance. Non-stick coating 

for quick release and easy cleanup. A snow-

inspired shape to warm your heart. You’ll love 

the detail in this pretty cake pan. 6-cup capacity. 

Limited lifetime warranty. Made in the USA.

Item: 88248 
MSRP: $40.00

Nordicware® 5 Pc Compact  
Ovenware Set

Compact Oven 5 piece. Set includes 7 inch x 

10 inch baking sheet, casserole pan, broiler, 

and muffin pan with lid. Cook, broil or bake your 

favorite meals, cookies or muffins in your toaster 

oven, outdoor gas or electric grill, camp stove or 

RV stove. Sized for easy storage and small spaces 

this set can be used for both toaster ovens or 

regular ovens. With the non-stick surface cooking 

and cleaning are a breeze. Made in USA with 

imported rack.

Item: 43215 
MSRP: $36.50

Lodge Manufacturing Logic  
Mini Cake Pan

A natural for big, fluffy biscuits, individual desserts, 

or gingerbread cupcakes. 12-3/4” x 11-3/16.” 

Impression: 3-1/4” dia., 1” depth.  Great for biscuits 

or cornbread. Makes wonderful brownies and mini 

meat loafs. Made in the USA. 

Item: L7B3 
MSRP: $40

TrudeauTM Bamboo / Melamine 
Mixing Bowls - Set of 3

Trudeau’s Set of 3 Mixing Bowls are made of 50% 

Bamboo and 50% Melamine materials. Orange 

= 1.5 Quart, Yellow = 3 Quart and Red = 4 Quart 

capacity. The TPR non-skid / non-scratch base 

is designed for use at an angle for ease of mixing 

preparation. Mixing Bowls nest with our Bamboo 

/ Melamine Colander set for convenient storage. 

Dishwasher safe. 5 year warranty.

09911078 

$34.99  

Cuisinart© 6pc Chef’s ClassicTM  
Non-Stick Bakeware Set

Cuisinart® Chef’s Classic™ Non-Stick Bakeware is 

ideal for today’s cooks. The full line is constructed 

of heavy guage aluminized steel to provide 

even heat distribution and consistent baking 

results. The nonstick interior and exterior ensure 

easy food release and cleanup, and extra-thick 

rolled edges prevent warping. The entire line is 

dishwasher safe.

Item: AMB-6 
MSRP: $49.95
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Under $25

Cuisinart© Coffee Grinder

With Cuisinart’s handsome, compact coffee 

grinder, it’s easy to always have fresh coffee 

made to exact specifications. It has a 2-1/2-ounce 

capacity--enough for 12 cups of coffee. The 

grinder’s clean lines and teardrop shape make 

it easy to hold, and it runs with the push of a 

button. To use, simply measure coffee beans 

into the bowl, replace the lid, and hold down the 

button until the coffee is ground to the desired 

consistency. Both the bowl and blades are made 

of stainless steel.

Item: DCG-20BKN 
MSRP: $40

myChargeTM AmpMini 2000mAh 
Rechargeable Power Bank

Provides up to 15 hours of extra power. USB 

port delivers 1.0A output. Four light LED battery 

indicator. Smart-Sense – Ensures complete 

device compatibility. Power-Stay – Maintains 

battery power up to 1 year. Max-Power – 

Maximum power transfer to device. High-Density 

Battery – Smallest and lightest power bank. Safe-

Cell – Provides highest level of battery safety. 

Rapid-Recharge – Charges up to 65% faster than 

competitors. Integrated charging cable. 1 Year 

manufacturer warranty.  

Item: AMU20WG 
MSRP: $29.99

Altec Lansing Orbit Bluetooth® 
Speaker w/Hands Free Mic-Red 

Small and lightweight, this Altec Lansing 

Bluetooth speaker provides rich, high quality 

sound.  It connects wirelessly to Apple, Android 

and BlackBerry devices, along with tablets 

&laptops. On board microphone for hands-free 

communications as a speakerphone. Bluetooth 

speaker with Voice Confirmation. Aux jack makes 

this speaker compatible with any device with a 

headphone jack. The rechargeable Li-ion battery 

(5 hours battery life). The rugged rubberized skin 

protects it from damage, and you can enjoy up to 

five hours of music without having to recharge.

Item: iMW355-RED 
MSRP: $66

HMDX Neturon Wireless Suction 
Speaker Gray

Connects wirelessly with Bluetooth enabled 

devices. Splash-proof design is perfect for the 

beach. Built-in speakerphone to easily take calls. 

Portable with a built-in clip for travel. Wireless 

range up to 30 feet. Rechargeable battery with 

up to 4 hours of play time. Aux line-in for non-

Bluetooth devices. Suction on bottom to stick  

to surface.

Item: HX-P120GY 
MSRP: $24.99
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HMDX Clip-It Wireless Speaker

Bluetooth capability. Full battery charge 

lasts up to 4 hours of play time. Built-in 

speakerphone to take calls. Splash-proof design 

for outdoor listening. Built-in clip when on-

the-go. Dimensions: 2.06” x 2.5” x 3.25”. 1 Year 

manufacturer warranty.

Item: HX-P150 
MSRP: $24.99

HMDX RAVE Wireless Portable 
Bluetooth® Speaker Blue

Connects wirelessly with smartphones tablets 

and notebooks. Rechargeable battery allows 

for 4 hours of wireless play. Connects wirelessly 

up to 30 feet away. Aux-in for connecting non 

Bluetooth devices.

Item: HX-P205BLU 
MSRP: $39.99

Conair© Soothing Sounds, relaxation 
clock radio (shower, bedroom)

 AM/FM clock radio, dual alarms, 10 soothing 

sounds, soothes babies to sleep, operates  

on 4 AA batteries (not included) or AC adapter,  

UL listed.

Item: SU7 
MSRP: $36.99

Sony® Sports Headphones

The right gear and the right headphones.

SONY® Active Sports Headphones deliver s 

ecure comfort with water resistant, high-quality 

sound to get you going! 

Item: MDRAS200/BLU 
MSRP: $19.99

Under $25

How can  
we help? Give  

your rep  
a call.
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Under $25

Sony® Extra Bass  
Smartphone Headset

Form meets function with smartphone control  

for life on the go. More than your basic pair of 

over-the-head headphones, the Sony MDR-

ZX110AP headset delivers rock-solid audio 

performance, integrated microphone for hands-

free calling, and media playback controls for 

convenient operation. 

Item: MDRZX110AP/W 
MSRP: $29.99

Bulova Clocks Forte II  
(Picture Frame) 

Brushed aluminum hinged case. Protective  

glass lens. 3.5” x 5” photograph opening.

Item: B1275 
MSRP: $30

BulovaTM Clocks Point (Tabletop) 

Contemporary desk clock with engravable 

brushed aluminum metal case.  Features polished 

silver bezel and cream dial with contemporary 

Arabic numerals and hour markers, protected 

by a glass lens. Brushed silver engraving plate 

included for personalization (2.5” x .5” / 6.35 cm x 

1.27 cm). Requires (1) LR43 battery, included.

Item: B5000 
MSRP: $47

HoMedics® Hip & Pocket Pedometer

The HoMedics PDM-100 Hip & Pocket Pedometer 

measures distance traveled, calories burned, and 

steps taken. Its exercise timer shows how much 

time was spent exercising. The PDM-100 averages 

your speed while active, with imperial and metrics 

measurements. The seven day memory recall  

that resets at midnight. Clock function and belt 

clip included.

Item: PDM-100B 
MSRP: $19.99

Don’t forget to check out the special Black Friday | Cyber 
Monday website at LapineHolidayGiftSpecials.com.
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Under $50

Cuisinart© Griddler Grill and  
Panini Press

For succulent steaks, juicy burgers and crispy 

grilled sandwiches, look no further than the 

Cuisinart Griddler Grill and Panini Press. The 

unit’s upper and lower nonstick, removable grill 

plates provide even grilling and toasting. The 

integrated drip tray makes it easy to drain grease 

away from food for healthier cooking. Designed 

like professional units, its floating hinge adjusts to 

accommodate any thickness for perfectly grilled 

thin or thick panini and sandwiches. Even more, 

the GR-11 takes up minimal space and provides 

just enough surface area.  

Item: GR11N 
MSRP: $110

myCharge® HUBMINI Rechargeable 
Power Bank

The myCharge HUBMINI (Silver) features a 3000 

mAh backup battery capacity, providing about 22 

extra hours of power. The Hub series is perfect 

for the mobile user who needs everything in one 

package. Hub includes both an integrated MFi 

Lightning connector for your Apple device, as 

well as Micro-USB connector for your Android 

phone or other portable accessories. You can 

even charge two devices at the same time,  

with 2.1 Amps of shared output.

Item: HB30V-A 
MSRP: $79.99

HMDX Dynamite Splash-proof 
Bluetooth® Speaker

Splash-proof design for the beach pool or shower. 

Bluetooth capability with 30ft range. Built-in 

speakerphone to take calls. Full charged battery 

provides up to 5 hours of play time. 2 Active 

drivers and 2 Passive radiators for enhanced  

bass. Convenient clip at top. Manufacturer 1 year 

limited warranty.

Item: HX-P340GY 
MSRP: $49.99

HMDX Titanium Metal  
Bluetooth® Speaker

All aluminum body. Bluetooth capability with 

30ft range. Built-in speakerphone to take calls. 

Full charged battery provides up to 5 hours 

of play time. 2 Active drivers and 2 Passive 

radiators for enhanced bass. Brushed metal finish. 

Manufacturer 1 year limited warranty.  

Item: HX-P470 
MSRP: $59.99

Need help 
choosing?  
Ask your  
sales rep.
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Altec Lansing Solo Jacket 
Bluetooth® Waterproof Speaker-
Submergible 

Bluetooth speaker with Voice Confirmation and 

True Wireless. APT-X technology for CD quality 

audio. IPX67- Water proof, Shock Proof. Single 

1.5” neodymium driver. On board microphone 

for clear, hands-free communications. Built-in 

rechargeable Li-ion battery (6 hours battery life). 

Includes extra rubber jacket and carabineer.

Item: IMW375 
MSRP: $94

Altec Lansing Contemporary Design 
Over-The-Head Headphones for 
Women-Red

Large Format – Passive Noise Reduction 

Headphones for Women. 40mm Neodymium 

Dynamic Drivers. 1m cable with inline 

microphone, volume and song navigation 

controls. Additional cable for use with Android 

smart-phones-2 cables.  Foldable design for 

compact storage. Gold plated 3.5mm connector, 

¼”  and Airline Adapters included. Rugged carry 

case. Red Color 

Item: MZX662-RED 
MSRP: $94

Under $50

BulovaTM Watches Men’s Strap - 
Corporate Collection

Round black dial with one diamond. Gold-tone 

bezel. Black leather strap. Duet: 97Y01. Diameter: 

38mm / Thickness: 8.7mm.  

Item: 97F55 
MSRP: $175

BulovaTM Watches  Ladies Strap - 
Corporate Collection 

Round black dial with one diamond. Gold-tone 

bezel. Black leather strap. Duet: 97F55. Diameter: 

30mm / Thickness: 8.1mm. 

Item: 97Y01 
MSRP: $175

BulovaTM Watches Ladies Strap - 
Corporate Collection

Round gilt dial with Arabic numerals. Sweep 

second hand. Gold-tone bezel. Black leather 

strap. Duet: 97A70. Diameter: 30mm/ 

Thickness: 8.1mm.  

Item: 97V25  
MSRP: $150

BulovaTM Watches Men’s Strap - 
Corporate Collection

Round gilt dial with Arabic numerals. Gold tone 

bezel. Black leather strap. Duet: 97V25. Diameter: 

38mm / Thickness: 8.7mm.

Item: 97A70 
MSRP: $150
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Through a kid’s eyes

KettlerUSA John Deere® Farm Trac

Let your little one feel like they are helping in the 

yard on their John Deere Farm Trac. Rugged blow 

molded body. Covered integral chain drive. Durable 

pedal crank with eccentric bearing. 12 mm steel 

rear axle. Oversized tires include center tread strips 

for traction. Coupling device with coupling pin fore 

and aft. For children up to 75lbs max.

Item: 36745 
MSRP: $259

KettlerUSA John Deere® 3 Wheel 
Tractor with Trailer

High impact blow molded resin body. Working 

electronic horn lets your little one tell you they’ve 

arrived to do the job. Over-sized resin tires cover 

most terrains. Removable hauling trailer.

Item: 52769 
MSRP:$159.99

KettlerUSA CAT®  
Baby Dumper 

Real working front tipping dumper for the 

smallest of tykes. Steering front wheels. High 

impact blow molded resin for superb style and 

durability. Working squeaker horn. Knee indention 

in seat for more ways to use. Recommended 

ages: 1-3 years. Seat to Floor Measurement is 7”.

Item: 132249 
MSRP: $109

Melissa & Doug® Bake and Decorate 
Cupcake Set

Imaginative play offers hours of fun for Mommy’s 

little helper Wood construction 22-piece set 

includes: 4 cupcakes 4 icing tops Oven mitt 

Cupcake pan 3 dry-erase markers 6 baking cups & 

3 decorative “flaming” candles. Ages 3 years & up.

Item: 4019 
MSRP: $19.99

Melissa & Doug® Stamp &  
Sort Mailbox

Sturdy wooden mailbox. 6 Different letters. 6 

Removable stamps. Open mailbox door with key. 

For ages 3 years and up.

Item: 4020 
MSRP: $29.99

Melissa & Doug® Lets Play House Pots 
& Pans Set

Ages 3+ Years. 8 Pc. Wooden Cooks Set. Frying 

Pan. Stockpot. Saucepan with Lids. Spoon. Slotted 

Spatula. Oven Mitt.

Item: 4265 
MSRP: $29.99
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Through a kid’s eyes

Melissa & Doug® Suspend  
Family Game 

Ages 8+ Years. 24 Notched Rubber-Tipped Wire 

Pieces. Tabletop Stand. Test of Steady Nerves 

and Steady Hands. 1-4 Players. 

Item: 4371-MD  
MSRP: $16.99

Melissa & Doug® 6 Pc. Wooden Train 
Cars Set

Ages 3+ Hand Painted Wooden Diesel Train 

Includes Engine and Caboose Works with most 

Wooden Railway Systems.

Item: 641 
MSRP: $24.99

Melissa & Doug® Swivel Bridge 
Wooden Train Set

Ages 3+ 45+ Piece System Traffic Gates 

Automatically Open and Close on Swivel Bridge 

Compatible with most Wooden Railway Systems 

Includes: Ascending and Descending Track  

Track.Supports 3 Car Train Covered Bridge  

Swivel Bridge.

Item: 704 
MSRP: $59.99

KettlerUSA CAT® Backhoe Tractor 

Our CATERPILLAR® Tractor is for kids but looks 

like the real thing! With a first of its kind back hoe 

digger included, a fully functional front loader, 

and a hood that lifts, this tractor will stretch your 

child’s imagination to its limits! Made in Germany 

and constructed of high impact resin, its sure to 

last. Recommended Age 3 yrs. and up. Weight 

limit 75lbs tractor/50lbs backhoe.  

Item: 813001 
MSRP: $329

KettlerUSA My Activity Ride-On

The Kettler My Activity Ride-On is full of hands-

on fun for your little one. Designed for safety, the 

Kettler My Activity Ride-On has a sturdy wide 

base, limited steering and a rear stabilizer to 

avoid tipping. Plus with its multiple interactive 

components, the Kettler My Activity Ride-On  

will stimulate your child’s senses and entertain  

for hours. The Kettler My Activity Ride-On is for 

ages 1 – 3 years old.

Item: 9070-000S  
MSRP: $49

Get these  
deals while 
they’re hot!
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Great outdoors

Lodge Manufacturing Logic 3qt. 
Combo Cooker

It’s a skillet. A fryer. A Dutch Oven and the lid 

converts to a griddle. No matter the location, the 

uses for the Lodge Combo Cooker are endless. 

Great for camp cooking! 3 qt., Deep Skillet Base: 

10-1/4” dia., 3” depth. Shallow Skillet/Griddle lid: 

10-1/4” dia., 1-1/2” depth/  Two pieces in one  

Great gift item! Made in the USA. 

Item: LCC3 
MSRP: $58

myCharge® All-Terrain+ 6000mAh 
Rechargeable Power Bank 

Provides up to 45 hours of extra power. USB 

port delivers 2.4A output. Water drop dust and 

temperature proof. Smart-Sense – Ensures 

complete device compatibility. Hyper-Charge – 

Ultra-fast charging (30% faster for iPhone 6). High-

Density Battery – Smallest and lightest power 

bank. Safe-Cell – Highest level of battery safety. 

Rapid-Recharge – Charges up to 65% faster than 

competitors. Includes charging cable. 1 Year 

manufacturer warranty.

Item: AT60G 
MSRP: $69.99

CamelBak® Octane 18x 100oz 
Hydration Pack - Black/Skydiver 

This expandable pack with compression is 

perfect for 3+ hours of nonstop action. Ultra-light 

materials, center expansion zip, essentials pocket, 

quick stash overflow storage, front and back 

reflectivity and safety whistle. Designed to carry 

extra layers, ultra-light weather protection, food, 

head lamp, trail maps, compass and trekking 

poles. CamelBak® Got Your Bak™ Guarantee: If we 

built it, we’ll Bak it™ with our lifetime guarantee. 

Item: 62223  
MSRP: $120

CamelBak® Rogue 70oz Hydration 
Pack - Pure Blue

The convenience of external fill in a sleek bike 

pack. The 2L Antidote™ reservoir can be refilled 

on the fly via the quick-release flap on the front 

of the pack. Two external pockets for small items 

like keys, wallet, phone or storage for a shed layer. 

Stretch elastic side panels provide for expansion; 

twin compression straps shrink pack down when 

empty. Reflective back strip with tab to click on a 

blinker for early morning and evening safety.

Item: 62240 
MSRP: $70
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Great outdoors

CamelBak® Blowfish 70oz Hydration 
Pack - Racing Red

Perfect all-around commuter or trail pack that 

expands on demand for greater flexibility. With 

one zip of the expansion panel, your overall cargo 

volume expands over 40%. Whatever you’re 

carrying, the air-mesh harness, hip belt and 

adjustable sternum strap keep your load well-

balanced and comfortable. Fleece-lined media 

pocket protects your smartphone, iPod, camera 

or other devices while keeping them close at 

hand. Reflective back strip with tab to click on a 

blinker for early morning and evening safety. 2L 

Antidote™ reservoir keeps you well hydrated.

Item: 62268 
MSRP: $90

Weber® Q® 1200™ Gas Grill-Blue

The Weber® Q® 1200™ gas grill is lightweight 

(24 lbs) and packs plenty of power. Perfect 

for camping and tailgating. Features a high-

performance cooking system (8,500 BTU-ph/

input), 189 sq. in. total cooking area, electronic 

ignition for reliable lighting and an infinitely 

adjustable burner valve with high-quality 

regulator. Cast-aluminum lid & body, large 

weather-resistant lid handle, porcelain-enameled 

cast-iron cooking grates, and 2 durable,  

tuck-away work tables. Removable drip tray 

allows for easy clean up. Std 14.1 oz LP  

cylinder (sold separately).

Item: 51080001  
MSRP: $219

Your sales  
rep is  

standing by!

Oakley® UrgencyTM - Raspberry 
Spritzer/G40 Black Gradient 

With clean lines and extraordinary performance, 

Oakley Urgency™ is driven to win. The rectangular 

lenses framed by lightweight, stress-resistant O 

Matter® make these a flattering choice for every 

shape of face and every active woman. Details 

like the contrasting paint fill on the stems let the 

world know you’re serious about style and victory.

Item: OO9158-06 
MSRP: $130

Oakley® TwofaceTM Men’s Sunglasses 
Polished Black w/Black Iridium

Authentically rooted in surf and skate culture, we 

went double-barrel with frame materials to create 

Twoface™, a rare look that pairs lightweight yet 

durable O Matter® with lower rims of aluminum. 

It sets you apart from the common crowd with 

clean lines that keep the look original, and with 

High Definition Optics® (HDO®), unbeatable clarity 

and proven protection go along for the ride. 

Oakley Twoface™ doubles up on comfort and 

style while bringing you visionary technology 

worthy of its metal icons.

Item: OO9189-02 
MSRP: $150
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Great outdoors

Parrot® Rolling Spider  
MiniDrone (Blue)

“The blue Rolling Spider MiniDrone from Parrot 

can fly, roll along the floor, climb walls, and even 

traverse the ceiling. It is a 5.5””-diameter mini 

quadcopter that includes a pair of removable 

wheels for added fun. No special controller 

is required - the Rolling Spider is operated by 

a mobile app and your smartphone. Simply 

tilt your device to maneuver the MiniDrone. A 

sophisticated multi-sensor flight computer lets 

you perform 360s, U-turns, flips, barrel rolls, and 

more without stalling or loosing stability.  

 

The Rolling Spider has a top speed of around 11 

mph and a Bluetooth wireless range of about 66’. 

The battery is removable and will give you up to 

8 minutes per charge (6 minutes with the wheels). 

You can recharge it with USB or a separately 

available charger.”

Item: PF723001 
MSRP: $99.99

Parrot®Bebop Drone – Red

The red BeBop Drone Quadcopter with 14 

Megapixel Flight Camera from Parrot is a Wi-

Fi-based, mobile device operated RC aircraft 

capable of capturing 1080p aerial video and 

taking 14 megapixel still photos. Avoiding the 

added weight and power consumption of a 

motorized gimbal, the camera - notably - features 

an electronic image stabilization system that 

relies on a 3-axis motion sensor and a 180° fisheye 

lens from which it crops an image. The BeBop 

is controlled from an Android or iOS mobile 

device running the FreeFlight 3 App (see Parrot 

website for latest list of supported devices). In 

addition to letting you control the quadcopter, 

the app provides a real-time preview from the 

flight camera, and you can even record a low 

resolution feed directly on your device. For high 

res recording you can use the 8GB of built-in 

memory, or connect a USB storage device for 

increased capacity. 

Item: PF722000 
MSRP: $499.99

Your sales  
rep has  

all the juicy 
details.
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Razzle dazzle

BulovaTM Watches Men’s Bracelet

Multifunction timepiece in stainless steel with 

domed metalized crystal, black enamel dial, 

retrograde day indicator, 24-hour and date 

subdials, luminous hands, screw-back case, 

deployment buckle and water resistance  

to 30 meters.

Item: 96C105 
MSRP: $299

Swarovski® Ambiray Tea  
Light, small 

Modern and elegant, this stunning stainless steel 

tea light radiates timeless sophistication. It glitters 

wonderfully with a large number of tiny, faceted 

clear crystals. The pure shapes and clean lines 

complement any room of your home or office. 

Decoration object. Not a toy. Not suitable for 

children under 15.  

Item:1096435-1  
MSRP: $50

Swarovski® Star Ornament

Simply stunning. Exquisitely crafted in clear 

crystal and silver-tone metal, this 3D star 

ornament captures rays of lights and creates 

an impressive sparkle. It comes on a white satin 

ribbon. Decoration object. Not a toy. Not suitable 

for children under 15.

Item: 5064257-1 
MSRP: $80

Swarovski® Star Key Ring

This twinkling treasure makes an ideal gift with a 

clear message: you’re a star! Beautifully crafted, it 

features a Crystal Silver Night star in an exclusive 

cut. It comes on a stainless steel key ring with a 

Swarovski medallion. Order by 10/31 in time for 

the holidays.

Item: 1162680-1 
MSRP: $80

How can  
we help?  
Give your  
rep a call.
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Razzle dazzle

BulovaTM Watches Ladies Bracelet

From the Crystal Collection.  In stainless steel 

with 84 Swarovski® elements crystals individually 

hand-set on case and bracelet, curved crystal, 

black sunray dial, and water resistance to  

30 meters. Dimensions: 15.0 x 29.0mm 

Thickness: 5.7mm

Item: 96L202 

MSRP: $199

BulovaTM Watches Ladies Bracelet

From the Crystal Collection.  In stainless steel 

with 56 Swarovski elements® crystals individually 

hand-set on case and bracelet, metalized crystal, 

patterned white mother-of-pearl dial, and water 

resistance to 30 meters. Diameter: 21.5mm  

Thickness: 6.2mm.

Item: 96L209 
MSRP: $250

BulovaTM Watches Ladies Bracelet - 
Diamonds

In stainless steel with 12 diamonds individually 

hand-set on a patterned white mother-of-pearl 

dial, domed crystal, white enamel bezel inserts, 

luminous hands, second hand, double-press  

fold-over clasp, and water resistance to 30 

meters. Diameter: 32.0mm  Thickness: 8.0mm

Item: 96P144  
MSRP: $299

BulovaTM Watches Ladies Bracelet

From the Crystal Collection.  Boxed set with 

infinity loop pendant coordinating with bracelet. 

In stainless steel with silver and gold finish, 99 

Swarovski® elements crystals on case, bracelet, 

white mother-of-pearl dial and pendant, second 

hand, adjustable bangle bracelet, and water 

resistance to 30 meters. Includes 18” stainless 

steel chain. Diameter: 23.0mm  Thickness: 6.2mm

Item: 98X109 
MSRP: $299

You won’t believe the deals you’ll find at  
LapineHolidayGiftSpecials.com starting 11/27.
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On the move

myCharge® HUBPLUS Rechargeable 
Power Bank

The myCharge HUBPLUS (Silver) features a 6000 

mAh backup battery capacity, providing about 45 

extra hours of power. The Hub series is perfect 

for the mobile user who needs everything in one 

package. Hub includes both an integrated MFi 

Lightning connector for your Apple device, as 

well as Micro-USB connector for your Android 

phone or other portable accessories. You can 

even charge two devices at the same time, with 

2.1 Amps of shared output. Hub Plus features a 

6000 mAh backup battery capacity, providing 

about 45 extra hours of power.

Item: HB60V-A 
MSRP: $119.99

Weber® Smokey Joe® 14”  
Portable Grill

Man’s Best Friend. The Weber® Smokey Joe® 

14” portable charcoal grill is compact and 

perfect for serving up small meals for picnics 

or camping. No-rust aluminum vents provide 

the proper air flow for perfect grilling. Aluminum 

construction keeps moving parts rust free. Plated 

steel cooking grates & glass reinforced handle 

completes this grill.

Item: 10020 

MSRP: $34.99

Hartmann® Intensity Belting 
Expandable Upright 22 in Black

100% American vegetable tanned leather  

accents. Hinomoto™ spinner wheels for  

maximum maneuverability. Meets US  

airline carry-on restrictions. Separate  

internal storage compartments.

Item: 56606-1041 
MSRP: $595

Hartmann® InnovAire Global Carry-
on Spinner in Ivory Gold

Sleek modern design, executed in the most 

innovative of materials, InnovAire is the collection 

for the modern traveler.  Constructed of exclusive 

Curv® material - layers of woven polypropylene 

that are formed into self-reinforced composite 

sheets – providing superior durability while being 

extremely lightweight. Supple leather carry 

handles, smooth rolling wheels, and considered 

organization ensure ease of transit. InnovAire, for 

the contemporary global traveler.

Item: 59625-1173 
MSRP: $500

Hartmann® Capital Leather Double 
Compartment Briefcase in Black

Smooth full-grain leather. Large front organizer 

panel. Padded computer compartment. Rear  

file compartment. Padded shoulder strap plus 

carry handles.

Item: 52264-1041 
MSRP: $595
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Hartmann® Herringbone Luxe Carry-
on Softside Spinner in Eggplant

Herringbone Luxe is the elegant intersection 

of classic design with modern, lightweight 

construction. The carry on frame is constructed  

of polypropylene housings, braced with 

lightweight steel coil and fiberglass rods; the 

checked cases have polypropylene honeycomb 

frames. Smooth rolling wheels and a comfortable 

trolley handle lend ease of transit.  The  

integrated TSA lock provides easily assessable 

security for belongings. Herringbone Luxe,  

a contemporary classic.

Item: 67648 - 4768 
MSRP: $299.99

Conair© Travel Smart Heavy duty 
folding cart

Holds up to 150 lbs. / 68.03 kg : Folds flat to 

fit into airplane overhead compartment or for 

storing : Soft, comfort-grip handle : Extra-sturdy 

and lightweight construction : 4.75 in. / 12.06 m 

wheels; includes bungee cord : 30.25 in. H x 15.5 

in. L x 2.25 in. W folded : Cart extends to 39.75 in. 

/ 100.96 cm for easy handling : Case dimensions 

16.5 in. x 8 in. x 31 in. 

Item: TS33HDCR 
MSRP: $54.99

Conair© Travel Smart Compact 
luggage scale

Compact Luggage Scale Beeper will emit two 

short beeps if less than 50 lbs. or one long beep  

if over 50 lbs. : Easy to use : 80 lb. weight capacity: 

Displays kg or lbs.

Item: TS601LS 
MSRP: $24.99

Amazon Kindle WiFi E-Reader

Kindle is designed as a dedicated e-reader. 

Indulge your love of reading without interruptions 

like email alerts and push notifications. 

Touchscreen display that reads like real paper-

no screen glare, even in bright sunlight. Page 

turns fly with a 20% faster processor. Lighter than 

a paperback-fits in your pocket. Battery lasts 

weeks, not hours. Download books in less than 60 

seconds with built-in Wi-Fi. 

Item: B00I15SB16 
MSRP: $79

Amazon Fire HD 6 - 16GB 

Our most affordable tablet ever-with fast 

quad-core processor, HD display, front and rear 

cameras, Dolby Audio, and five color choices. 

Beautiful 6” HD display-Crisp, vivid HD display 

(252 ppi / 1280x800) with over a million pixels-

perfect for apps, movies, TV, games, photos, 

and more! Front and rear cameras-Take photos 

or capture videos in 1080p HD with a rear-facing 

camera or Skype with a front-facing camera. Plus, 

free unlimited storage in Cloud Drive for photos 

taken with Fire devices. 

Item: B00KC6IUO0 
MSRP: $119

On the move

Get these  
deals while 
they’re hot!
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Amazon Kindle Paperwhite

With twice as many pixels as the previous 

generation, the all-new Kindle Paperwhite has 

an improved high-resolution 300 ppi display for 

crisp, laser quality text. No other e-reader offers a 

higher resolution display. Built-in adjustable light-

-read day and night. Unlike tablets, no screen 

glare, even in bright sunlight. A single battery 

charge lasts weeks, not hours. Massive selection, 

lowest prices--over a million titles at $2.99 or 

less! Lighter than a paperback, holds thousands 

of books. 

Item: B00OQVZDJM 
MSRP: $119

Apple iPad mini® 16GB Wi-Fi - Silver

iPad mini is perfectly sized for everything you 

love to do. And web pages, photos and videos 

look crisp and sharp on the brilliant display with 

1024x768 resolution. Powerful processing and fast 

graphics make everything quick, from launching 

apps to browsing the web. And its power-efficient 

design delivers up to 10 hours of battery life.

Item: MD531LL/A 
MSRP: $249

On the move

Apple iPad air® 16GB Wi-Fi  
Only - Silver

The new iPad Air is unbelievably thin and light. 

And yet it’s so much more powerful and capable. 

With the A7 chip, advanced wireless, and great 

apps for productivity and creativity - all beautifully 

integrated with iOS 7 - iPad Air lets you do more 

than you ever imagined. In more places than you 

ever imagined.

Item: MD788LL/A 
MSRP: $399

Apple iPad air 2® - 16GB Wi-Fi - Gold

With iPad, we’ve always had a somewhat 

paradoxical goal: to create a device that’s 

immensely powerful, yet so thin and light you 

almost forget it’s there. A device that helps you do 

amazing things, without ever getting in your way. 

iPad Air 2 is all that. And then some.

Item: MH0W2LL/A 
MSRP: $499

Altec Lansing LifeJacket Bluetooth® 
Waterproof Speaker - Blue

IPX7 Water proof. Bluetooth®, caller ID, NFC, 

Dual Point. Built-in rechargeable Li-ion battery 

(16 hours battery life). Speakerphone with voice 

confirmation. Charge your phone or other devices 

remotely. APT-X, voice recognition Call answer 

/ terminate. 3.5mm Aux in connector for added 

device compatibility. 2 5” Neodymium drivers with 

a passive radiator.

Item: IMW575 
MSRP: $230
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On the move

Canon® POWERSHOT SX710 HS 
20.3MP HS CMOS Sensor, 30x Optical Zoom  

(25-750mm) with Optical IS, 3.0” LCD, DiG!C 6, 

1080p Full HD Video *Built In WiFi & NFC (Near 

Field Communication) with Mobile Device 

Connect Button*

Item: 0109C001 
MSRP: $449.99

Canon® POWERSHOT SX610 HS Black

20.0MP HS CMOS Sensor, 18x Optical Zoom  

(25-450mm) with Intelligent IS, 3.0” LCD, DiG!C  

4+, 1080p Full HD Video *Built In WiFi and NFC  

(Near Field Communication) with Mobile  

Device Connect Button*

Item: 0111C001 
MSRP: $349.99

FUJIFILM North America  
XP80 Graphite

Compact and portable, yet rugged enough to 

handle even the most trying of conditions, the 

graphite black FinePix XP80 Digital Camera from 

Fujifilm isa point-and-shoot featuring a water, 

shock, freeze, and dustproof construction.A 

16.4MP 1/2.3” BSI-CMOS sensor produces high-

resolution stills and fullHD 1080p video.

Item: 16449624 

MSRP: $329.95

FUJIFILM North America Instax Mini  
8 Grape Bundle

Shoot & see beautiful photos printed in an instant 

with the Instax Mini 8 camera. Features include 

automatic film feed-out, FUJINON quality lens, 

shutter speed 1/60 sec., brightness adjustment 

dial, and constant firing flash.  Bundle includes 

camera, 20 exposures Instax Mini film (2.13” x 3.4”), 

2x AA alkaline batters, wrist strap and one-year 

limited warranty.

Item: 600015373 

MSRP: $119.95

FUJIFILM North America X-A2 Bundle 

The XA2 demonstrates exceptional performance 

that will ignite your creativity. It features a 16.3MP 

APS-C CMOS for superior image quality w/ an 

XC Fujifilm X Mount 16-50mm Lens, Fast AF 

Speed “Best in Class”, 3” LCD Tilting LCD Monitor, 

TTL Flash Sync, Full HD Movie (1080p) w/Stereo 

Sound, WiFi Capability, Face Detection, Auto 

Scene Recognition, 8 Advanced Filters. Start-up 

time-0.5 sec., 100-25,600 ISO Capabilities, Focal 

Plane Shutter, High Speed Contrast Autofocus, 

Exposure Control(TTL256 zones), Jpeg+RAW and 

much More!. Bundle includes bag & 8GB card.

Item: 600015548 
MSRP: $679.95

Answers  
are just a  

call or click  
away!
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FUJIFILM North America Instax 
SHARE™ Smartphone Printer  
SP-1 Bundle 

Easy and quick WiFi printing from smartphones 

and tablets, the INSTAX Share App works with 

iOS and Android. It features a Reprint button to 

easily create copies; it prints real time information 

on picture, including date and time, location 

and weather conditions. It supports JPEG 

image files and Uses two CR2 lithium batteries 

(approximately 100 prints per set).  Bundle 

includes printer, 1 pack of Instax Mini Film (20 

shots), Photo Album, two CR-2 lithium batteries 

and One-Year Limited Warranty.  

Item: 600013934 
MSRP: $229.95

 

Dirt Devil Gator 10.8V Hand Vacuum

The Gator Series 10.8V Hand Vacuum takes 

innovation in dirt disposal to the next level while 

making cleaning easier and more convenient! 

The unique dirt cup flips open for easy empty, 

saving the user time, and the hassle of emptying 

a traditional two-piece hand vac dirt cup. Just 

press the dirt cup release buttons to flip open the 

lid and empty. Close the lid and go! 

Item: BD10100 
MSRP: $34.99

No place like home

Conair© Jet Liner Super Steam  
Hand-held Garment Steamer

Heating up in one minute for 10 minutes of steam 

time this mornings must-have, brings garments 

back to life. Two heat settings take care of a range 

of fabrics like wool, cotton, silk, satin and more. It 

has a 1200-watt dual heater system and includes 

fabric and creaser attachments. It comes with a 

removable water tank and 14-foot power cord for 

safe and convenient movement. It can handle just 

about any fabric with 2 heat settings: 395-Degree 

F for wool and cotton; 200-Degree F for silk, satin, 

nylon and polyester. 30-second heat up time 

15-minutes steam time.

Item: GS23 
MSRP: $57.99

Hoover WindTunnel® Air

No loss of suction*! Patented WindTunnel® 

technology removes embedded dirt**. 

Lightweight with all the power needed to  

get floors truly clean. Telescopic handle  

with built-in wand detaches with one touch. 

Includes convenient power & brushroll controls, 

carry handle, clear nozzle & no-scuff bumper. 

Body reclines to the floor to reach under  

furniture. Brushroll automatically stops when  

you put the vacuum back in the upright  

position. Rinsable filter can be easily cleaned 

under running water.

Item: UH70400 
MSRP: $159.99
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JA Henckels - Fine Edge Synergy 
13pc Knife Block Set

Made of fine quality steel, stamped one-piece 

construction that is hand honed and sharpened. 

Features excellent cutting performance. The 

13-Piece set is an exceptional knife assortment 

for every cutting task. J.A. Henckels International 

stands for the high knife quality and exceptional 

values. 13-pc set includes: 2.75-inch paring knife, 

6-inch utility knife, 5.5-inch boning knife,  

8-inch bread knife, 8-inch chef’s knife, Six  

4.5-inch Steak Knives, 9-inch sharpening steel 

and a hardwood knife block. Diswasher-safe - 

hand washing recommended. 

Item: 15705-000 
MSRP: $69.99 

Zwilling Bellasera 23pc Flatware Set

Zwilling J.A. Henckels International Bellasera 23 

piece Flatware Set,Service for 4. Constructed 

from high quality 18/10 stainless steel. Timeless 

European design influence. Generous proportions 

and weight. Set includes 4 dinner knives, 4 dinner 

forks, 4 dinner spoons, 4 salad forks, 4 teaspoons, 

serving spoon, serving fork and butter knife. 

Item: 22774-323  
MSRP: $100

Staub Mini Round Cocotte, 0.25QT, 
Grenadine by Zwilling

This Staub enameled cast iron mini La Cocotte 

is a great gift or addition for any kitchen. Prepare 

savory stews, fabulous roasts, soups, and even 

buttery cobblers. This enamel coated cast iron 

mini La Cocotte has a 1/4 quart capacity for a 

variety of cooking applications. The beautiful 

grenadine finish looks stylish and this versatile 

enameled cast iron La Cocotte can easily move 

from the oven to the campfire with ease. 

Item: 1101087 
MSRP: $64.99

TrudeauTM 12” Ombre Professional 
Pepper Mill - Red

Add a splash of color to your tabletop with 

this striking ombre pepper mill. Beechwood 

mill features a stylish, two-tone finish and is 

constructed from wood harvested in a FSC-

certified forest. The razor-sharp carbon-steel 

grinding mechanism grinds peppercorns to a 

uniform consistency and is adjustable from coarse 

to fine. A clear polyurethane coating helps protect 

the mill from staining or fading. Comes filled and 

ready to use. Dimensions: 2¾” x 12”. Capacity: 9 oz.. 

Warranty: Lifetime warranty. 

Item: 071390BD 
MSRP: $79.99

No place like home

Your  
sales rep  

has all  
the juicy  
details.
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Bulova Clocks Gallery  
(Picture Frame) 

Oversized multi-use wall-art clock, finished in 

aged farm house white, including four holders 

for pictures or art in various sizes, a mirror, and 

a clock with raised nail-head hour markers. 

Requires (1) AA battery, not included. 

Item: C4816 
MSRP: $134

WORX® LEAFPRO Universal Leaf 
Collection System Up to 96  
Gal Square

Introducing the LeafPro - the High Capacity 

Universal Leaf Collection System. The LeafPro 

is made to fit the blower vac you already own, 

making it work harder for you without the hassle 

of emptying a bag! Universal: fits all major 

blower/vac brands - gas and electric.  

High-flow, ventilated mesh hood adjusts  

to fit 32-55 gallon round trash cans. Flexible, 

industrial strength 8-foot hose with up to  

16-feet of surrounding reach.

Item: WA4054.1 
MSRP: $49.99

WORX® 12” 20-Volt MaxLithium 
Cordless Grass Trimmer/Edger/ 
Mini Mower 

The WORX GT 2.0 is a powerful grass trimmer, 

a precision edger, and even a mini-mower -- all 

in one lightweight, maneuverable, cordless 

machine. The 20V MaxLithium GT 2.0 adjusts 

to you, and to the challenges of your yard, 

for professional results every time. The 20V 

MaxLithium battery really packs a punch. It’s 40% 

lighter than Ni-Cd models, making the WORX GT 

2.0 less tiring and easy to use. Plus, WORX GT 

2.0 gives you nearly 2x more battery capacity, 2” 

more cut capacity and 2” taller height adjustment 

-- making it our most advanced grass trimmer yet. 

Item: WG160 
MSRP: $109.99

WORX® 20-Volt Cordless Li-ion 
Sweeper/Blower with Accessories 

Create a home clean zone in just minutes! 

Delivers 120 mph of maximum air speed to clean 

up large areas. Powerful 20V MaxLithium battery 

provides cordless convenience. Lightweight, 

compact design increases efficiency & reduces 

fatigue. Includes an Energy-Star certified charger 

& 3-Year Warranty. Features 8 new attachments 

for a wide variety of applications both inside and 

outside of your home. 

Item: WG545.1 
MSRP: $109.99

No place like home
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Sony® 40” Smart LED HDTV 

Enjoy incredible picture quality and top notch 

entertainment. This elegantly slim LED TV boasts 

Full HD 1080p for incredible detail and Edge 

LED backlighting for boosted contrast. Built-in 

Wi-Fi lets you stream HD videos from popular 

services like Netflix, YouTube, and more. 

Item: KDL40R510C 
MSRP: $449.99 

Rockwell® Tools 20v Li-ion Brushless 
Drill/Driver 

“Brushless motor increases run time up to 50% 

more per charge over standard brushed motor. 

½” Metal, single sleeve ratcheting chuck holds 

bit securely through tough applications. LED 

work light for illuminates dark areas. Low battery 

capacity indicator tracks battery status at any 

time. Compact and lightweight design reduces 

fatigue and allows access in closed spaces. 20V 

Lithium Ion battery for longer run time, higher 

working efficiency, more charge cycles and 

minimal self discharge.

Item: RK2852K2 
MSRP: $179.99

No place like home

Rockwell® Tools 3.0A Sonicrafter -  
31 PC KIT 

The Rockwell Sonicrafter oscillating tool maintains 

its dependable performance with its new design.  

The Hyperlock tool-less blade change with 1TON 

of clamping force allows for easy blade changes 

and prevents blade slippage.  The Sonicrafter 

also features variable speed for precision control.  

Additionally, all Sonicrafter models continue to be 

the only tools that offer a truly universal accessory 

interface to accept any brand of accessories 

without the need for an adapter.

Item: RK5121K 
MSRP: $99.99

Rockwell® Tools BladeRunner X2 
Portable Tabletop Saw

Traditional guard and riving knife system 

allows unlimited capacity for cross and rip 

cuts. Lightweight and compact.  Easy to carry 

anywhere. Sets up in seconds to cut wood, tile, 

plastic, metal and aluminum. Uses standard 

t-shank jigsaw blades. Adjustable Miter Gauge for 

0°to 60° angled cuts, right or left.

Item: RK7323 
MSRP: $119.99

Dont forget to visit LapineHolidayGiftSpecials.com  
for great deals starting 11/27.

http://www.lapineholidaygiftspecials.com/
http://LapineHolidayGiftSpecials.com
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No place like home

Weber’s Way to Grill™ Cookbook

“Weber’s Way to Grill™ - The Step-by-Step 

Guide to Expert Grilling” Take your grilling to the 

next level with Weber’s Way to Grill™ by Jamie 

Purviance, the most complete grilling technique 

book ever. With over 160 fabulous new recipes 

and more than 1,100 photographs, you’ll find 

plenty of inspiration and instruction to step it up  

at the grill. Explore new grilling methods and 

learn the tips and tricks professional chefs use  

to create legendary meals. It’s the go-to guide  

for all things grilled.

Item: 9551 
MSRP: $19.95

Weber® Original Kettle™ Premium 
22” Charcoal Grill - Crimson

The Weber® Original Kettle™ Premium 22” 

charcoal grill with crimson finish features a 

porcelain-enameled finish bowl and lid, a plated 

steel, hinged cooking grate, a One-Touch™ 

cleaning system which is factory-assembled, 

lid handle with heat shield, spring clip/push pin 

leg assembly and a high capacity, removable 

ash catcher which makes clean-up hassle free. 

Includes a built-in thermometer so it will be easy 

to monitor your grill and tool hook handle for easy 

& convenient storage.

Item: 14403001  
MSRP: $159

Weber® Q® 2200™ Gas Grill & 
Stationary Cart

The Weber® Q® 2200™’s taller lid profile allows 

you to grill a larger chicken or a roast. The grill 

features a high-performance cooking system, 

electronic ignition and an infinitely adjustable 

burner valve w/ high-quality regulator. Includes 

2 tuck-away work tables w/ built-in tool holders, 

cast-aluminum lid & body, built-in thermometer 

and porcelain-enameled cast-iron cooking grates. 

Operates on a standard 14.1 ounce propane 

cylinder (sold separately) or 20-lb LP tank by 

adding adapter hose (sold separately). Stationary 

cart included, ships separately.

Item: 54060001-6525 
MSRP: $408.99

Weber® Spirit® E-310™ Gas Grill  
LP - Black

The Weber® Spirit® E-310™ LP with porcelain-

enameled finished lid, center-mounted 

thermometer, front-mounted control panel and 

painted, cast-aluminum end caps. Three stainless 

steel burners, 529 sq. inches of cooking space, 

porcelain-enameled Flavorizer® bars and an 

electronic Crossover® ignition cooking system 

rated at 32,000 BTUs. In addition, the grill has 

porcelain-enameled cast-iron cooking grates for 

perfect sear marks. Other features: stainless steel 

work surface and six tool hooks. Easily entertain a 

dozen guests.

Item: 46510001 
MSRP: $599

http://www.lapineholidaygiftspecials.com/
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Weber® Genesis® E-310™ Copper  
Gas Grill LP

Copper finish. Weber Genesis® E-310™ grill 

features an enclosed cart with painted steel 

doors and stainless steel handles. The legendary 

cooking system, rated at 38,000 BTUs includes 

three stainless steel burners, porcelain-enameled 

Flavorizer® bars, and an electronic ignition 

system with a center mounted thermometer. Also 

includes six tool holders, a total cooking area 

of 637 sq. inches, and two stainless-steel work 

surfaces. Porcelain-enameled, cast-iron cooking 

grates serve double-duty and are excellent at 

holding heat and create wonderful sear marks.

Item: 6512001 
MSRP: $849

Weber® Summit® S-420™ SS Gas  
Grill LP

The Weber® Summit® S-420™ luxury grill features 

a sleek stainless steel hood, and a stainless steel 

enclosed cart. Bragging rights include 650 sq. in. 

of total cook space, four SS burners (48,800  

BTU-per-hour input), a flush-mounted 12,000 

BTU side burner, SS Flavorizer® bars, and heavy-

duty SS cooking grates. The Snap-Jet™ individual 

burner ignition system makes for efficient lighting 

and superior temperature control. Also features; 

six tool holders, two stainless steel work surfaces,  

and a Grill Out® handle light for cooking in  

low light conditions.

Item: 7120001 
MSRP: $1,699

Cuisinart® Single Cup Grind & Brew 
Coffee Maker

One cup brewing now offers fresh gourmet 

quality. This unit grinds beans first so every single 

cup gets the best of the bean for the best flavor. 

Use your favorite type of coffee for optimal results 

every time, so you’re never disappointed. Making 

a delicious, fresh cup is as simple as 1-2-3, and 

dishwasher-safe, removable parts make cleaning 

just as easy. This is the single serve coffeemaker 

for folks who demand convenience and quality. 

See more at: www.cuisinart.com/products/

coffee_makers/dgb-1.html#sthash.zZ4li65S.dpuf

Item: DGB-1 
MSRP: $99.95

Cuisinart® Electric Knife

Cuisinart® continues its commitment to superior 

quality and innovation with our new state-of-the-

art electric stainless steel knife. The Cuisinart® 

Electric Knife not only delivers high performance 

and great satisfaction, but is also a countertop 

space saver! Complete with two stainless steel 

blades, it’s ideal for slicing meats, loaves, and 

vegetables. Also included is an ergonomic handle 

that’s designed for right- or left-handed people, 

and a solid wood butcher-block storage tray with 

safety lock system for storage in a drawer or on 

the counter. See more at: www.cuisinart.com/

products/electric_knives/cek-40.html#sthash.

DR1vyZEr.dpuf

Item: CEK-40 
MSRP: $49.95

No place like home

Popular  
category –  

contact your  
sales rep  

now!

http://www.lapineholidaygiftspecials.com/
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Aftershokz Bluez 2 Wireless Headphones - Black AS500blk  $99.99  $89.99 

Altec Lansing 2.1 Full Range Subwoofer PCAudioSystem-12 Watts,3.5mm Aux 

In

BX1521  $88.00  $50.00 

Altec Lansing 2-Pack Solo Jacket Bluetooth Waterproof Speaker IMW375-2  $188.00  $94.00 

Altec Lansing Orbit Bluetooth Speaker w/Hands Free Mic-Red iMW355-RED  $66.00  $40.00 

Altec Lansing LifeJacket Bluetooth Waterproof Speaker - Blue IMW575  $230.00  $150.00 

Altec Lansing Solo Jacket Bluetooth Waterproof Speaker-Submergible IMW375  $94.00  $60.00 

Altec Lansing Contemporary Design Over-The-Head Headphones for Wom-

en-Red

MZX662-RED  $94.00  $60.00 

Altec Lansing InMotion Bluetooth Triangular-8 Speaker Unit w/ Mic-Black IMW555-BLK  $192.00  $85.00 

Amazon Kindle Fire HD 6 - 16GB B00KC6IUO0  $119.00  $116.00 

Amazon Kindle Paperwhite B00OQVZDJM  $119.00  $116.00 

Amazon Kindle WiFi E-Reader B00I15SB16  $79.00  $77.50 

Apple iPad air 16GB Wi-Fi Only - Silver MD788LL/A  $399.00  $399.00 

Apple iPad air 2 - 16GB Wi-Fi - Gold MH0W2LL/A  $499.00  $499.00 

Apple iPad mini 16GB Wi-Fi - Silver MD531LL/A  $249.00  $249.00 

Apple iPod nano 16GB Gold (8th Generation) MKMX2LL/A  $149.00  $145.00 

Apple iPod shuffle Silver 2GB MKMG2LL/A  $49.00  $47.50 

Apple iPod touch 16GB Silver (6th Generation) MKH42LL/A  $199.00  $192.00 

Apple iPod touch 32GB Blue (6th Generation) MKHV2LL/A  $249.00  $240.00 

Beats by Dr. Dre Powerbeats 2 In-Ear Headphones - Black MH762AM/A  $149.95  $130.00 

Beats by Dr. Dre Pro Over Ear Headphone Black MH6P2AM/A  $399.95  $349.95 

Big Agnes 3 Season Tent with built in lighting Copper Spur UL2 mtn-

GLO

 $449.95 Call for 

Quote 

Bulova Clocks Forte II (Picture Frame) B1275  $30.00  $15.00 

Bulova Clocks Gallery (Picture Frame) C4816  $134.00  $75.00 

Bulova Clocks Point (Tabletop) B5000  $47.00  $25.00 

Bulova Watches Ladies Bracelet 96L202  $199.00  $150.00 

Bulova Watches Ladies Bracelet 96L209  $250.00  $200.00 

Bulova Watches Ladies Bracelet 98X109  $299.00  $249.00 

Bulova Watches Ladies Bracelet - Diamonds 96P144  $299.00  $249.00 

Bulova Watches Ladies Strap - Corporate Collection 97V25  $150.00  $75.00 

Bulova Watches Ladies Strap - Corporate Collection 97Y01  $175.00  $87.50 

Bulova Watches Men's Bracelet 96C105  $299.00  $249.00 

Bulova Watches Men's Strap - Corporate Collection 97A70  $150.00  $75.00 

Bulova Watches Men's Strap - Corporate Collection 97F55  $175.00  $87.50 

CamelBak Blowfish 70oz Hydration Pack - Racing Red 62268  $90.00  $63.00 
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CamelBak Octane 18x 100oz Hydration Pack - Black/Skydiver 62223  $120.00  $87.50 

CamelBak Rogue 70oz Hydration Pack - Pure Blue 62240  $70.00  $48.35 

Canon POWERSHOT SX610 HS Black 0111C001  $349.99  $299.00 

Canon POWERSHOT SX710 HS 0109C001  $449.99  $349.00 

Conair Instant Heat Jumbo and Super Rollers CHV14X  $44.99  $33.75 

Conair Jet Liner Super Steam Hand-held Garment Steamer GS23  $57.99  $43.25 

Conair Rechargeable Power Toothbrush NT11  $61.99  $46.50 

Conair Soothing Sounds, relaxation clock radio (shower, bedroom) SU7  $36.99  $27.75 

Conair Travel Smart Compact luggage scale TS601LS  $24.99  $18.75 

Conair Travel Smart Heavy duty folding cart TS33HDCR  $54.99  $41.25 

Conair Weight Watchers WW67T Glass Body Analysis Scale WW67T  $65.99  $49.50 

Cuisinart 12-Bottle Dual Zone Wine Chiller CWC-1200DZ  $545.00  $249.00 

Cuisinart 6pc Chef's Classic Non-Stick Bakeware Set AMB-6  $49.95  $37.25 

Cuisinart Coffee Grinder DCG-20BKN  $40.00  $16.00 

Cuisinart Electric Knife CEK-40  $49.95  $41.75 

Cuisinart Griddler Grill and Panini Press GR11N  $110.00  $50.50 

Cuisinart Power Advantage® PLUS 9-Speed Hand Mixer with Storage Case HM-90S  $79.95  $62.50 

Cuisinart Pulp Control Citrus Juicer CCJ-500  $29.95  $24.00 

Cuisinart Single Cup Grind & Brew Coffee Maker DGB-1  $99.95  $78.50 

Cuisinart SmartPower 15-pc Compact Portable Blending / Chopping System CPB-300  $69.95  $55.00 

Cuisinart Waring Pro Classic-style Popcorn Maker WPM28  $99.95  $78.50 

Delsey Delsey Pluggage Spinner Pluggage Call for 

Quote 

Call for 

Quote 

Dirt Devil Gator 10.8V Hand Vacuum BD10100  $34.99  $27.50 

Fitbit Fitbit Aria WiFi Smart Scale Black FB201B  $129.95  $119.75 

Fitbit one Wireless Activity Monitor/Sleep Tracker Burgundy FB103BY  $99.95  $90.95 

FUJIFILM North America Instax Mini 8 Grape Bundle 600015373  $119.95  $74.50 

FUJIFILM North America Instax SHARE™ Smartphone Printer SP-1 Bundle 600013934  $229.95  $201.95 

FUJIFILM North America X-A2 Bundle 600015548  $679.95  $585.75 

FUJIFILM North America XP80 Graphite 16449624  $329.95  $252.95 

Garmin Vivoactive Black 010-01297-00  $249.99  $224.99 

Garmin Vivoactive White 010-01297-01  $249.99  $224.99 

Garmin vivofit 2 - Navy 010-01503-02  $99.99  $94.99 

Geneva Model L Wireless Bluetooth Speaker- White 4101 - LWW  $1,199.95  $1,125.00 

Geneva Model S Wireless Bluetooth Speaker- Red 2103 - SWR  $299.95  $275.00 

Geneva Travel HiFi System 1002-XSB  $199.00  $187.00 
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HALAGEAR Hala Peño Wave Rider Inflatable Stand Up Paddle Board Peno  

$1,299.00 

Call for 

Quote 

Hartmann Capital Leather Double Compartment Briefcase in Black 52264-1041  $595.00  $476.00 

Hartmann Hartmann Herringbone Luxe Carry-on Softside Spinner in Eggplant 67648 - 4768  $299.99  $240.00 

Hartmann InnovAire Global Carry-on Spinner in Ivory Gold 59625-1173  $500.00  $400.00 

Hartmann Intensity Belting Expandable Upright 22 in Black 56606-1041  $595.00  $476.00 

HEOS by Denon HEOS 3 Wireless Speaker HEOS3  $299.00  $269.00 

HMDX Clip-It Wireless Speaker HX-P150  $24.99  $18.75 

HMDX Dynamite Splashproof Bluetooth Speaker HX-P340GY  $49.99  $37.50 

HMDX Neturon Wireless Suction Speaker Gray HX-P120GY  $24.99  $18.75 

HMDX RAVE Wireless Portable Bluetooth Speaker Blue HX-P205BLU  $39.99  $30.00 

HMDX Titanium Metal Bluetooth Speaker HX-P470  $59.99  $45.00 

Homedics Automatic Blood Pressure Monitor BPA-060  $49.99  $39.00 

Homedics Deluxe Pulse Oximeter PX-100  $69.99  $91.00 

Homedics Dual Shiatsu Massage Cushion with Heat MCS-370H  $129.99  $93.75 

Homedics Hip & Pocket Pedometer PDM-100B  $19.99  $13.00 

Homedics JetSpa Elite Footbath FB-200  $59.99  $48.00 

Homedics Portable Ultrasonic Humidifier HUM-CM10  $24.99  $17.00 

Homedics Shiatsu Foot Massager w/Heat FMS-150H  $49.99  $40.00 

Homedics SoundSpa With 6 Natural Sounds SS-20003PK  $19.99  $18.50 

Hoover WindTunnel® Air UH70400  $159.99  $145.00 

JA Henckels - Fine Edge Synergy 13pc Knife Block Set 15705-000  $69.99  $63.00 

JA Henckels Bellasera 23pc Flatware Set 22774-323  $100.00  $50.00 

KettlerUSA CAT® Baby Dumper 132249  $109.00  $95.00 

KettlerUSA CAT®  Backhoe Tractor 813001  $329.00  $285.00 

KettlerUSA John Deere 3 Wheel Tractor with Trailer 52769  $159.99  $125.00 

KettlerUSA John Deere Farm Trac 36745  $259.00  $235.00 

KettlerUSA My Activity Ride-On 9070-000S  $49.00  $35.00 

Lodge Manufacturing Logic 3qt. Combo Cooker LCC3  $58.00  $43.50 

Lodge Manufacturing Logic Mini Cake Pan L7B3  $40.00  $30.00 

Luigi Bormioli Crescendo Carafe 94115/01  $29.99  $23.99 

Luigi Bormioli Romantica 4pc Wine Set 10372/01  $29.99  $23.99 

Melissa & Doug 6 Pc. Wooden Train Cars Set 641  $24.99  $20.00 

Melissa & Doug Bake and Decorate Cupcake Set 4019  $19.99  $16.00 

Melissa & Doug Lets Play House Pots & Pans Set 4265  $29.99  $24.00 

Melissa & Doug Stamp & Sort Mailbox 4020  $29.99  $24.00 

Melissa & Doug Suspend Family Game 4371-MD  $16.99  $13.60 
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Melissa & Doug Swivel Bridge Wooden Train Set 704  $59.99  $48.00 

myCharge All-Terrain+ 6000mAh Rechargeable Power Bank AT60G  $69.99  $52.50 

myCharge AmpMini 2000mAh Rechargeable Power Bank AMU20WG  $29.99  $22.50 

myCharge HUBMINI Rechargeable Power Bank HB30V-A  $79.99  $60.00 

myCharge HUBPLUS Rechargeable Power Bank HB60V-A  $119.99  $90.00 

Nordicware 5 Pc Compact Ovenware Set 43215  $36.50  $18.25 

Nordicware Snowflake Pan 88248  $40.00  $20.00 

Oakley Twoface Men's Sunglasses Polished Black w/Black Iridium OO9189-02  $150.00  $120.00 

Oakley Urgency - Raspberry Spritzer/G40 Black Gradient OO9158-06  $130.00  $100.00 

OXX CoffeeBoxx Rugged Coffee Maker OXX COFFEEBOXX  $249.99  Call for 

Quote 

Parrot Parrot Bebop Drone – Red PF722000  $499.99  $460.99 

Parrot Parrot Rolling Spider MiniDrone (Blue) PF723001  $99.99  $93.99 

Rockwell Tools 20v Li-ion Brushless Drill/Driver RK2852K2  $179.99  $169.00 

Rockwell Tools 3.0A Sonicrafter - 31 PC KIT RK5121K  $99.99  $84.00 

Rockwell Tools BladeRunner X2 Portable Tabletop Saw RK7323  $119.99  $105.49 

Smith Optics Dockside Sunglasses Dockside  $209.00 Call for 

Quote 

Smith Optics Red Sol X Mirror/Fire Frames I/O7 Ski Goggles I/O7  $199.00 Call for 

Quote 

Sony 40" Smart LED HDTV KDL40R510C  $449.99  $439.00 

Sony Extra Bass Smartphone Headset MDRZX110AP/W  $29.99  $24.99 

Sony Micro Music System w/Bluetooth & NFC CMTSBT100  $199.99  $189.99 

Sony Sports Headphones MDRAS200/BLU  $19.99  $15.99 

Sony Ultra Portable Bluetooth Speaker SRSX2/RED  $99.99  $92.99 

Sony Ultra-Portable Bluetooth Speaker SRSX11/BLUE  $69.99  $64.49 

Soundbot Ultra Thin Mini Wireless Speaker SB523  $49.95 Call for 

Quote 

Sunny Health & Fitness Air Walk Trainer SF-E902  $159.00  $93.00 

Sunny Health & Fitness Indoor Cycling Bike SF-B1401  $479.00  $316.50 

Sunny Health & Fitness Mini Cycle 030  $99.99  $60.00 

Sunny Health & Fitness Yoga Set 040  $39.99  $25.00 

Swarovski Corporate Ambiray Tea Light , small 1096435-1  $50.00  $40.00 

Swarovski Corporate Star Key Ring 1162680-1  $80.00  $60.00 

Swarovski Corporate Star Ornament 5064257-1  $80.00  $60.00 

Trudeau 12" Ombre Professional Pepper Mill - Red 071390BD  $79.99  $60.00 

Trudeau Aroma Wine Aerating Pourer 979003  $24.99  $17.50 
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Trudeau Bamboo / Melamine Mixing Bowls - Set of 3  09911078  $34.99  $20.50 

Trudeau Digital Wine Thermometer 0979001  $24.99  $16.00 

Trudeau Elite Recipe Cocktail Shaker 20oz 979014  $39.99  $30.00 

Trudeau Longi Reversible Die Cast Grill 829016  $139.99  $105.00 

Trudeau Lumina 3-in-1 Fondue Set 822305  $149.99  $112.50 

Trudeau Perfect Silicone Bakers Set TRUDE0991209346  $80.98  $60.75 

Trudeau Perfect Silicone Cake Set TRUDE09914RSL  $70.97  $53.25 

Trudeau Slater 4pc Slate Cheese Serving Set 971047  $39.99  $29.99 

Trudeau Stress Less Automatic Lever Corkscrew 979009  $89.99  $67.49 

Trudeau Trudeau Pie Makers Essentials TRUDEPIEK1  $59.97  $44.98 

Waring Pro Electric Wine Opener CRS50  $55.00  $27.50 

Waring Pro Winechiller/Warmer PC 100  $150.00  $65.00 

Weber® Genesis® E-310™ Copper Gas Grill LP 6512001  $849.00  $612.00 

Weber® Original Kettle™ Premium 22" Charcoal Grill - Crimson 14403001  $159.00  $122.40 

Weber® Q® 1200™ Gas Grill-Blue 51080001  $219.00  $189.00 

Weber® Q® 2200™ Gas Grill & Stationary Cart 54060001-6525  $408.99  $283.20 

Weber® Smokey Joe® 14" Portable Grill 10020  $34.99  $29.99 

Weber® Spirit® E-310™ Gas Grill LP - Black 46510001  $599.00  $440.40 

Weber® Summit® S-420™ SS Gas Grill LP 7120001   $1,186.80 

Weber's Way to Grill™ Cookbook 9551  $19.95  $15.85 

WORX 12” 20-Volt MaxLithium Cordless Grass Trimmer/Edger/Mini Mower WG160  $109.99  $99.99 

WORX 20-Volt Cordless Li-ion Sweeper/Blower with Accessories WG545.1  $109.99  $99.99 

WORX LEAFPRO Universal Leaf Collection System Up to 96 Gal Square WA4054.1  $49.99  $39.99 

Zero Water 23-Cup Purifying Water Dispenser ZD-018  $39.99  $30.50 

Zero Water Portable Water Filtration Tumbler, 26-Ounce ZT-0260C  $14.99  $11.25 

Zwilling Decanter/Aerator 39500-050  $50.00  $25.00 

Staub Mini Round Cocotte, 0.25QT,Grenadine by Zwilling 1101087  $64.99  $54.99 
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